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Abstract
 

This report characterizes and estimates the volume of “wood waste” produced yearly within the 
Mohawk Trail Woodlands Partnership. “Wood waste” is defined as woody material that cannot 
be left in place, causing a disposal challenge. Several potential future uses are recommended, 
including wood heating, composting, and wood fiber insulation. 

Introduction to Wood Waste
 

A variety of terms are used to describe non-utilized and discarded wood. These terms 
characterize these materials as “waste,” “debris,” “biomass,” and “residue,” and emphasize 
different sources and uses. The definitions of these terms vary widely across past publications 
but are often used interchangeably. As has been suggested for “urban wood waste,” a “universal 
definition” of “wood waste” may “not exist and may not be appropriate.”1  
 
Wood waste is often defined within the intention of assessing potential feedstocks for biomass 
electricity, as in Fallon et al., 2002, which described wood waste as “discarded material 
consisting of trees, stumps and brush… not includ[ing] new or used lumber or wood from 
construction and demolition waste.”2 The intention of this report is not to assess the feasibility of 
biomass power. Rather, this report’s primary aim is to characterize and quantify (currently) low-
value woody materials, and its secondary aim is to recommend promising and innovative uses 
for this material. Not all wood waste is simply “discarded,” as Fallon implies. There are currently 
several commercial uses for low-value woody materials in the Mohawk Trail Region, such as 
mulch, landscaping material, and animal bedding. However, in the Mohawk Trail region, the 
value returned by repurposing spatially dispersed low-value woody materials seldom outweighs 
the cost of transporting these materials to a central facility. 
 
Wood Energy Recyclers defines “wood residue” as materials that “cannot, or should not, be left 
in place.”3 Cary, the author, substitutes “waste” for “residue” to emphasize the potential value of 
the resource.4 Instead, I will use the term “wood waste,” as it connotes the disposal challenge 
caused by having to transport these low-value materials. I will combine Cary’s definition with 

 
1Scott Lyon and Brian Bond, “What Is ‘Urban Wood Waste’?,” Forest Products Journal 64, no. 5-6 (2014): pp. 
166-170. 
2 Mike Fallon and Dwayne Breger, “Woody Biomass Supply in Massachusetts: A Literature-Based Estimate,” 
(2002), p. 24. 
3“Wood Recycling in Princeton, MA,” Biomass Energy Recyclers, March 30, 2022 
4 Charlie Cary (Wood Energy Recyclers), in discussion with the author, August 10, 2022. 
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the accepted definition of wood waste from the biomass power industry, and define wood waste 
as “material consisting of trees, stumps and brush, including but not limited to sawdust, chips, 
shavings, and bark that cannot, or should not, be left in place.” This report will exclude stump 
wood, construction and demolition waste, and municipal solid waste. I will include wood waste 
that is currently being repurposed elsewhere as a marketable product by the wood industry, and 
try to characterize the fraction of wood waste in the Mohawk Trail region currently. In my 
recommendations, the sources and qualities of wood waste will determine the economic and 
environmental viability of potential uses. 

Sources of Wood Waste
 

There are two main sources of wood waste in the Mohawk Trail region: urban and forest. The 
Mohawk Trail may be a rural region, but there are urban sources of wood waste in each of the 
region’s 21 towns. Urban sources in this report are those generated from the trimming and 
removal of trees as they conflict with the built environment. This category of wood waste is 
defined differently than in other reports.5 Most often, urban sources of wood waste are generated 
from residential and commercial tree trimming and removal, but land clearing also produces 
urban waste wood. Forest management practices and sawmills produce the forest sources of 
wood waste. In this report, forest sources are limited to what “cannot, or should not, be left in 
place,” and as such forest sources of wood waste are not merely “unutilized forest net growth,” 
or unutilized logging residues left on-site, as is the case in several other similar publications6. 
Other sources of wood waste exist, but do not produce significant volumes of wood. 

Forest Urban 

Forest Management Residential and Public Property Tree Removal and Trimming 

Sawmill Byproducts Roadway Maintenance 

 Electrical Line Maintenance 

 Land Clearing 

 

 
5 David J. Nowak, Eric J. Greenfield, and Ryan M. Ash, “Annual Biomass Loss and Potential Value of Urban Tree 
Waste in the United States,” Urban Forestry &Amp; Urban Greening 46 (2019): p. 126469; G Wiltsee, “Urban Wood 
Waste Resource Assessment,” National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 1998, https://doi.org/10.2172/9549, 1. 
6 Fallon and Breger, p. 24; R.D. Perlack and B.J. Stokes, “U.S. Billion-Ton Update: Biomass Supply for a Bioenergy 
and Bioproducts Industry,” U.S. Billion-Ton Update: Biomass Supply for a Bioenergy and Bioproducts Industry § 
(2011), p. 18. 
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Types of Wood Waste
 

The two categories of wood waste included in this report are wood chips and cord wood. Cord 
wood comes from larger branches, whereas wood chips are often derived from smaller branches, 
twigs, and leaves. Depending on the species and location of a tree, bole wood may also be wood 
waste if it must be removed and cannot be effectively used without transportation as firewood or 
high-value lumber. In this case, the producer might chip the wood into wood chips with a large 
chipper for transportation7. It is most common for cord wood to be disposed of in such a manner, 
and as result it is often difficult to track cord wood. For this reason, this report focuses on wood 
chips rather than cord wood. Arborist wood chips are distinct from specialty wood chips, which 
are a higher-value product made by sawmills and land-clearers. 
 
The type of tree from which wood waste is derived also impacts the viability of wood waste for 
potential uses. For example, hardwoods are better firewood than softwoods, since they are both 
more energy dense and contain less pitch and sap than do softwoods. Within the hardwood/ 
softwood categorization, the species of tree from which wood waste is derived also impacts its 
value. 

Forest Sources of Wood Waste
 

Timber Harvesting 

Forestry in western Massachusetts differs in many key ways from that in eastern Massachusetts 
with regard to low-value materials. Foresters in eastern Massachusetts often mark low-value 
wood and brush for biomass energy production to “sweeten the pot” on timber sales. Franklin 
and Berkshire counties lack the same amount of softwood brush as in eastern Massachusetts. 
Due to steep grades, few softwoods, and deep, old, gullies from former pastoralization and 
erosion, the intensive extraction of low-value wood in western MA is not economically feasible.8 
As a result, there are fewer markets for low-value wood in western Massachusetts than in eastern 
Massachusetts.  
 
The products from forest harvesting in the Mohawk Trail region are saw logs and firewood. 
Instead of marking low-grade wood for biomass power, foresters in Berkshire county incentivize 
loggers with large amounts of firewood. Logging contracts often specify that high quality logs go 
to sawmills and the firewood to the loggers. Additionally, firewood from thinning for woodlot 
improvement is plentiful in Western Massachusetts. In previous years, harvests have become 

 
7 Fletcher Clark (MassWildlife), in discussion with the author, July 14, 2022. 
8 Peter Grima (Berkshire County Service Forester), in discussion with the author, July 13, 2022. 
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more intensive.9 Even the most extractive firewood harvests rarely compromise regrowth, as 
diverse stands tend to self-perpetuate due to great soil quality. The factor limiting to increased 
firewood removal is the region’s lack of logging labor. Logging in western Massachusetts is an 
aging profession, and this trend is unlikely to change in the future.10 
 
Due to the characteristics of the Mohawk Trail region, the harvest of low-value wood and brush is 
currently far from economically profitable. For this reason, low-value wood and brush are best left 
in the woods in the Mohawk Trail region even if the price of these materials were to rise. Low-
value wood and brush in a forest harvesting context are not included as wood waste in this report. 
 
Invasive Species Removal and Prescribed Fire 

Invasive species tend to do best on land that was intensively pastured and abandoned in the 20th 
century, and in the valleys, such as Williamstown. Invasive removal wood residue volumes are 
generally low, with little woody content, and as a result rarely produce large volumes of wood 
waste. A possible exception might be the removal of Glossy Buckthorn.11 
 
The intensive extraction of woody material may be necessary if forest management designates 
prescribed fires. In 2021, four acres of white pine were removed from Bullock’s Ledge to restore 
the ecology of the area. 40-year-old white pine trees were skidded out and chipped into 14 trailer 
trucks, costing $40,000 to remove and dispose. One half of the chips went to Berlin, NY, for 
mulch, while the other half went to a biomass power plant in Ryegate, Vermont.12 To my 
knowledge, there have been no other similar projects in Berkshire or Franklin County due to the 
prohibitive price of the operation. 
 
In both Berkshire and Franklin County, many markets exist for hardwoods that are not available 
for softwoods, such as for firewood. Markets for unsorted low-value wood waste are beneficial 
to the feasibility of conservation projects involving prescribed fire. Without such markets, groups 
such as Mass Wildlife can do fewer projects involving prescribed fire, hampering their goal of 
landscape-scale conservation. 
 
Sawmill By-products 

Sawmills in the Mohawk Trail region have a history of innovation in finding markets for their 
byproducts.13 The byproducts from sawmills are created in a controlled environment, and as a 
result, sawmills can repurpose their byproducts for sale in specialty markets. The largest local 

 
9 “2020 Massachusetts State Forest Action Plan,” 2020 Massachusetts State Forest Action Plan, 93. 
10 Grima, July 13, 2022. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Fletcher Clark (MassWildlife), in discussion with the author, July 14, 2022. 
13 Grima, July 13, 2022. 
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sawmill, Roberts Brothers, sells playground material, mulch, and sawdust. Roberts Brothers 
markets their sawdust for use as bedding for dairy cows and horses, composting for municipal 
sewage treatment, raw material for wood pellet manufacturing, and fuel for wood fired boilers.14 
Tavern Hall farm, in Charlemont, repurposes sawdust for small-scale agriculture, although Jay 
Healy, the farm’s owner, would like to use sawmill byproducts to power the farm’s kiln.15 To do 
this, however, an expensive catalytic convertor would be required to remove particulate 
emissions. 
 
The 2007 “Biomass Availability Analysis – Five Counties of Western Massachusetts” estimates 
primary manufacturer byproducts as 36,108 and 15,692 green tons for Berkshire and Franklin 
counties, respectively. However, of the sawmills listed, only Roberts Brothers produces a 
significant volume within the Mohawk Trail region, some 5506 MBF in 2007.16  
 
Sawmills in eastern North America produce around 1.05 to 1.50 green tons of sawmill chips per 
thousand board feet of lumber produced (does not include bark or sawdust residues).17 Therefore, 
Roberts Brothers likely produced between 672 and 960 cubic yards of wood chips in 2007.18 I 
was not able to reach Roberts Brothers (received no reply) 
 
The vast majority of timber from the Mohawk Trail Woodlands Partnership region is shipped to 
Canada and New York to much larger sawmills, such as Green Lumber and Gutchess.19 Sawmill 
by-products may be useful in innovations in sequestration products, but the volume of byproduct 
within the Mohawk Trail region is low. 
 
Urban Sources of Wood Waste

 

Land Clearing 

Land clearing residues are an exception to the urban category of waste wood, as the source is a 
concentrated area. As a result, more value can come to the residues, since land-clearers can 
control inputs to create a range of value-added products. Land-clearing for development is not 
common in the Mohawk Trail region, with the exception of that done for solar panel 
installations.20 
 

 
14 “Roberts Brothers Lumber Company,” Roberts Brothers Lumber Company, accessed August 17, 2022,  
15 Jay Healy (Tavern Hall Farm), in discussion with the author, June 27, 2022. 
16 Innovative Natural Resource Solutions LLC, “Biomass Availability Analysis--Five Counties of Western 
Massachusett,” 2007, 21. 
17 Ibid., 22. 
18 Igor C De Moraes et al., “Locating and Valuing Available Wood Sources In Princeton, MA” (Princeton 
Environmental Action Committee, 2021), 16. 
19 Grima, July 13, 2022. 
20 Ibid. 
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Pantermehl Land Clearing, in Ashfield, produces large volumes of specialty wood chips. 
Pantermehl land clearing can precisely adjust the size, hardwood/softwood ratio, and the bark 
content of these wood chips. For example, Pantermehl Land Clearing produces 5,000 cubic yards 
a year of 85% hardwood chips from ½” to 2” in size for the compost operation at the HWQD. To 
produce these chips, bole-wood is fed through a disc chipper that is several times more expensive 
than an arborist chipper. Pantermehl Land Clearing composts their excess softwoods and other 
land-clearing residues outside of the scope of this study, such as loam and stumps. Rich 
Pantermehl reports steady demand for compost from local farmers despite little marketing21.  
 
While making specialty wood chips solves a disposal challenge for land-clearers, bole-wood is 
not low-value wood. It is difficult to estimate the volume of wood waste produced by land-
clearers, since the volumes are variable. Pantermehl Land Clearing was not able to estimate their 
yearly volume of composted wood and I was not able to contact any other land-clearers. Greater 
Heights Land Clearing in Pownal, Vermont, is an important contact for further research. In 
summary, it is unlikely that land-clearing generates a substantial portion of the volume of wood 
waste within the Mohawk Trail region. 

 
“Arboriculturally-Derived” Wood Waste 

Arboriculturally-derived wood waste, a type of urban wood waste, is the largest source of wood 
waste identified in this inventory. This wood waste is generated from the maintenance and 
removal of trees along private and public property, roads, and power lines. Wood waste from this 
source is expected to rise due to increased tree mortality.22 

Residential Arborists 

Residential arborists view wood chips as a waste 
product from tree trimming and removal; the more 
time their truck spends full, the less time they can 
continue with their operation. The residential arborists 
I interviewed did not directly track wood chip 
production. Some larger residential tree services 
stockpile chips if they have the necessary space and 
labor to do so. Tree services that do not stockpile chips 
instead offload them to local landscapers and farms if 
local homeowners do not want wood chips. For this 
reason it is easiest for residential arborists to dispose 
of wood chips in rural areas.23  

 
21 Rich Pantermehl (Pantermehl Land Clearing), in discussion with author, July 19, 2022 
22 De Moraes et al., 2. 
23 Stanley Cote (Stash ‘N Da Boyz Tree Service), in discussion with author, July 5, 2022 

Homeowner use of local wood chips. 
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After a tree is trimmed or removed in someone’s yard, if the homeowners do not want the cord 
wood, which occurs most often with softwoods, arborists will chip the cord wood for 
transportation and disposal. This report focuses on wood chips, as they are most often associated 
with the disposal challenge of wood waste. 
 
I identified and attempted to contact 33 residential tree services in and around the Mohawk Trail 
region. I obtained seven interviews with owners of residential tree services. Only three 
companies of the seven I interviewed were able to provide estimates of the amount of wood 
chips they produced yearly. The tree service companies that stockpiled wood chips were able to 
provide estimates of the volume of wood chips they produced yearly, whereas the ones that did 
not stockpile chips were not able to provide estimates. The tree service companies that stockpile 
wood chips had several crews and had space to unload wood chips.  
 
Two of the companies providing wood chip estimates, A and D, only do residential tree service 
part-time, decreasing their wood-chip volumes. Companies A and B are based outside but near 
the Mohawk Trail region. These companies estimated that roughly 30% of their business 
occurred within the Mohawk Trail region. Companies E, F, and G did not stockpile wood chips 
and ran a smaller operation.  

 

Residential Tree 
Service 

Yearly Wood Chip Volume Estimate 
(cubic yards) 

Yearly Cord Wood Estimate 
(Cords) 

A 1000 – 

B 4000 300 

C – 200 

D 400-500 – 

E – – 

F – – 

G – – 

 
I have generalized the findings of this survey to estimate the volume of wood chips produced by 
residential tree services in the Mohawk Trail region. Company B, a large residential tree service 
with several chippers produces roughly 4000 cubic yards a year. A smaller tree service company 
might have a single truck, holding roughly 5 cubic yards. If all the wood chips require 
transportation, the truck might fill up 5 times a week, accounting for 1250 cubic yards a year. Since 
the remaining 26 companies identified are a mix of single and multiple chipper companies, I 
estimate that these companies generate an average of 2000 cubic yards per year. The distribution of 
volume of wood chips per year is likely to be right skewed, as I believe that I have identified more 
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single-truck services than multi-truck operations. A larger tree service company, however, might 
account for several times more chips than a small tree service, since they employ significantly more 
capital and labor of the smaller services. To correct for chips produced by these services outside of 
the Mohawk Trail region, I multiplied the estimated volumes by 0.3 for services located near the 
MTWP region, and 0.7 for those directly within. I estimate that 25,450 cubic yards of wood chips 
are produced yearly within the Mohawk Trail region by residential arborists. This is a total volume 
of wood chips and not the volume of wood chips requiring transportation for disposal. The volume 
of wood chips available for new uses, likely the wood chips already requiring transportation, might 
represent only a fraction of the total volume of wood chips produced. 
 

Residential Tree Services 
Identified 

Wood Chip Estimate 
(cubic yards) 

Fraction With 
Mohawk Trail region 

Adjusted Wood Chip 
Estimate (cubic yards) 

Interviewed with wood chip 
estimates, located outside 
of MTWP region (2) 

5,000 .3 1,500 

Interviewed with wood chip 
estimates, located inside of 
MTWP region (1) 

500 .7 350 

Tree services without 
estimates, located inside of 
MTWP region (10) 

20,000 .7 14,000 

Tree services without 
estimates, located outside 
of MTWP (16) 

32,000 .3 9,600 

Total   25,450 

Roadway Power Line Maintenance 

National Grid and Eversource Electric provide electricity to the towns of the Mohawk Trail 
region. A representative of Eversource Electric indicated that the provider contracts 40 crews 
from commercial tree services. This kind of trimming and tree removal produces arborist-style 
wood chips, which are often disposed of on-site and are rarely stockpiled, since these companies 
operate on a spatially massive scale. On-site dispersal occurs most often in rural areas. Like 
residential arborists, contractors for Eversource dispose of wood chips at farms and landscaping 
businesses, which is often easiest in rural areas. Wood waste disposal is a greater expense in 
populated areas. Whitney’s Farm and Holiday Brook Farm receive large volumes of wood chips 
for free due to their proximity to population centers in Adams and Pittsfield, respectively. In the 
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Pioneer Valley, many chips go to Connecticut Bark and Mulch, but similar facilities do not exist 
in the Mohawk Trail region.24 I did not receive a response from National Grid.  
 
According to Charlie Cary, Calvin Layton, an 
arborist with Eversource Electric, estimates that 75 
cubic yards of wood chips are produced per mile of 
roadway power line, with 280 miles maintained per 
year.25 I could not find data of roadway power lines 
in the Mohawk Trail region, thus I estimated the 
volume of wood chips produced from roadway 
power line trimming for the Mohawk Trail region 
using the area of the region. Eversource’s territory 
spans 1,483 square miles.26 Given that Eversource 
trims 280 miles of roadway power lines yearly, this 
equates to .19 miles of roadway power lines 
trimmed per square mile of their region. The 21 
towns of the MTWP are 567 square miles.27 
Assuming National Grid trims at the same 
frequency as Eversource, 107 miles of roadside 
power lines are trimmed yearly in the Mohawk Trail region. Therefore, if National Grid produces 
wood chips at the same frequency as Eversource,28 roughly 8,025 cubic yards are generated 
yearly from roadside power line trimming in the Mohawk Trail. This is likely an overestimate, as 
the density of roadside power lines in the Mohawk Trail region is undoubtedly much lower than 
in the whole of the territory serviced by Eversource. According to the 2010 census, there are 313 
people per square mile in the Eversource region, whereas only 90 in the Mohawk Trail.29 The 
concentration of roadside power lines per square mile is likely correlated with population. 
 

Region Eversource Mohawk Trail Partnership 
Area (square miles) 1,483 567 
Annual Miles of Distribution Line Trimming 280 107 
Miles of Distribution Line Trimming per Square Mile .19 .19 
Estimated Wood Chip Volume 21,000 8,025 
Population 464,179 50,942 
Population Density (residents per square mile) 313 90 

 
24 Eversource Electric, in discussion with author, July 15th, 2022 
25 Charlie Cary (Wood Energy Recyclers), in discussion with the author, August 10, 2022. 
26 MassGIS (Bureau of Geographic Information), MassMapper (Commonwealth of Massachusetts EOTSS), 
accessed August 17, 2022. 
27 ibid. 
28 According to a Lucas Tree manager, National Grid prefers trees to be removed, whereas Eversource prefers for 
them to be trimmed, so the rate surely varies. 
29 MassGIS 

Roadside disposal of Birch cord wood and 
wood chips from distribution line 
maintenance on Florida Mountain. 
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It is likely that only a fraction, perhaps 15-20%, of these materials generate a disposal challenge 
for commercial arborists in the Mohawk Trail region, and as such should be classified as “wood 
waste.” Outside of population centers, removal of materials is seldom necessary. Since arborist 
wood chips are a low-value product, the transportation of wood chips for any use is rarely 
economical if it can be avoided.30 For these chips, the carbon benefits from stockpiling and 
sequestration are likely outweighed by the emissions from transportation. It is difficult to 
estimate what percent of arboriculturally generated wood chips and cord wood are waste in the 
Mohawk Trail region, as this would require detailed spatial analysis. 

Transmission Line Maintenance  

Transmission lines are large, high-voltage, powerlines that are stationed in large corridors in the 
Mohawk Trail region. It is important that these power line corridors are well maintained to 
prevent potentially catastrophic power outages. As for the maintenance of distribution lines, 
commercial tree-services handle the maintenance of transmission line right-of-ways. Due to the 
secretive and corporate nature of the contracts between commercial tree services and electrical 
providers, I have discovered very little information regarding the overall volume of wood chips 
produced in transmission line maintenance. These corridors are extremely large, and 
maintenance of these corridors likely generates large volumes of wood chips. 
 
As with distribution line maintenance, the primary method of disposal of wood chips and cord 
wood for transmission line trimmers is to chip everything and blow materials chips into the woods 
and below the powerlines directly from the chipper.31 This saves the companies time and money 
on transportation. The areas below some transmission lines are protected scrub habitat for 
wildlife.32 Since the on-site disposal of wood chips would smother these habitats, in certain cases 
wood chips have to be removed from beneath these power lines for disposal.33 I do not have an 
estimate of what fraction of transmission lines in the Mohawk Trail region are in protected 
environments.  

Municipal Sources 

I contacted the departments of public works, highway departments, and tree wardens for all 21 
towns of the Mohawk Trail region. These departments are responsible for maintaining trees 
along roadways through trimming and removal. I received responses from Williamstown, 
Clarksburg, and Charlemont.  
 

 
30 David Clark (Lucas Tree), in discussion with author, July 19th, 2022 
31 ibid. 
32 Richard Conniff, “Electric Power Rights of Way: A New Frontier for Conservation,” Yale E360, October 16, 
2014. 
33 Jonathan Parrott (Renewable Heating Solutions), in discussion with author, July 22nd, 2022 
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From my responses, it is likely that most municipalities contract commercial tree services to trim 
and remove trees along roadways, although these contracts vary in the responsibility for the 
wood produced. Williamstown DPW hires contractors on all street trees. The town specifies that 
all cord wood and wood chips from street trees recovered are brought back to the town yard. 
Roughly 30 cords and 100 cubic yards of wood chips are recovered each year, with the cord 
wood fueling a wood boiler that heats the DPW buildings and the wood chips used for 
landscaping.34 Charlemont operates in a similar manner, but roughly 85% percent of the wood is 
left for the abutting property owners and used for firewood. The remaining cord wood is left to 
decay in the forest near the road. The smaller branches and leaves are chipped and dispersed 
alongside the road.35 Clarksburg, like Charlemont, cannot estimate a volume of wood chips and 
cord wood generated from roadway maintenance. The Clarksburg DPW contracts commercial 
tree services to remove trees and dispose of the wood. The Clarksburg DPW trims trees along 
roadways, generating a small amount of material. The material that can’t be left on-site is not 
chipped, but instead gathers at the town yard and is periodically burned off.36 
 
In cases where wood chips and cord wood must be removed from population centers, this 
material often generates a disposal challenge, and therefore should be classified as wood waste. I 
do not believe that I have a large enough sample size to generate an estimate of the materials 
produced by municipal sources performing road maintenance, or which fraction of this material 
is wood waste. Since towns often contract out tree work, it would be difficult to avoid double-
counting potential wood waste. 
 
Storms and Emergency Response 

Storms likely cause a significant amount of wood waste to be produced in the clearing of 
roadways. It is difficult to track these volumes as they are infrequently generated and the 
materials are often disposed of as quickly as possible. Proper disposal of wood waste is an 
important component of emergency planning, so any future end-use should consider this source. 

Parks, Cemeteries, Golf Courses, etc. 

The maintenance of parks, cemeteries, and golf courses contributes to waste wood volumes in 
the Mohawk Trail region. Taconic Golf Course, for example, has removed roughly 50 trees a 
year for the past 20 years, with the board wood from these trees sold as timber. Roughly 20 cords 
are produced from tree trimming and removal annually, which are used to heat the golf course’s 
clubhouse. The wood chip volume produced from the golf course cannot be estimated.37  
 

 
34 Chris Lemoine (Williamstown DPW), in discussion with author, June 27th, 2022 
35 Andy Mueller (Charlemont Tree Warden), in discussion with author, June 28th, 2022 
36 Kyle Hurlbut (Clarksburg DPW), in discussion with author, July 11th, 2022 
37 Jim Easton (Taconic Golf Course), in discussion with author, July 7th, 2022 
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The difficulty with tracking flows of waste wood from parks, cemeteries, and golf courses is that 
commercial tree services are often contracted for this purpose. Even if it were possible to 
estimate the amount of wood chips and cord wood produced in parks, golf courses, cemeteries, 
and other facilities, it would be impossible to segregate the materials that are processed by tree 
services from those that are independently produced.38 As a result, I will not estimate the waste 
wood produced from these sources. 

Current Uses for “Arboriculturally Derived” Wood Waste 

Commercial and residential tree services that do not stockpile chips, either due to lacking space 
or spatially vast areas that incur high transportation costs, distribute chips to a variety of uses, 
often for free or for very little charge. The value, and therefore the potential end-uses of wood 
waste, depends on the type of wood, the location, and the form (wood chip or cord wood). Local 
users of wood chips, often for landscaping, are often the preferred option, as this limits 
transportation costs. This is similar for cord wood, especially hardwoods that can be used as 
firewood. Several tree service companies mention that they dump chips at farms for plant 
bedding, or for compost. Mushroom farmers also use wood chips. Other uses include to make 
mulch, or for animal bedding. Some arborists, particularly residential arborists that stockpile 
chips, charge small delivery fees. 

Potential Uses for Wood Waste
 

 
A number of potential future uses of wood waste are particularly interesting, both economically 
and environmentally. In this section I outline several such uses and provide recommendations for 
how these uses might expand. Given that unsorted, inconsistent wood chips from arborist 
services are the largest source of wood waste, these recommendations will focus on innovative 
uses for these low-value, unutilized wood chips.  

Sequestration Possibilities 

TimberHP, a recent start-up in Maine, hopes to begin production of wood fiber insulation in 
2023. The company plans to use residual wood chips from sawmills and low-value trees from 
forests.39  It is unlikely that arborist wood chips could be used in the production of wood fiber 
insulation, as the chips come from a variety of species and often contain trash. However, if the 
use of arborist wood chips is possible, collection facilities should be located in populated areas 
where the disposal of wood waste is more challenging, such as Pittsfield. The best location for 
future wood fiber insulation plants is likely in conjunction with sawmills, such as Roberts 
Brothers, in Ashfield, or at larger sawmills in New York, such as Gutchess and Greene Lumber. 

 
38 De Moraes et al., 26. 
39 Timber HP. 
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Since the types of wood waste identified in this report are primarily wood chips, the only 
potential building material from this input is wood-fiber insulation.40 

Compost 

Composting requires both carbon and nitrogen sources. Wood chips are one such source of 
carbon, and can be added to municipal solid waste or animal manure to compost into fertilizer. 

a. Municipal Solid Waste 

The Hoosac Water Quality District (HWQD), a water treatment facility serving 
Williamstown, North Adams, and Clarksburg, composts treated sludge using the wood chips 
for aeration and as a high-carbon bulking agent. The HWQD, however, does not use 
conventional arborist-style wood chips, but rather uses specialty wood chips from 
Pantermehl Land Clearing. These chips meet strict quality requirements: no bark, no leaves 
or limbs, 85% hardwood, and ½” to 2” chips. The inconsistent size and constituents of 
arborist wood chips do not lend well to large-scale composting. The treatment plant 
composts 4500-5500 cubic yards of specialty wood chips a year. 

 
Few similar composting plants exist in New England. Municipal sewage in the northern 
Berkshires is relatively low in PFAs and PFOAs, since the region currently lacks industry. 
Sewage with PFAs and PFOAs cannot be composted, and so the future of composting 
municipal sewage is unclear.41 The alternative to composting in this manner is incineration, 
which produces large quantities of aerosolized carbon, so there are large benefits to 
composting sewage. 

b. Animal Manure 

Wood chips can be used in many ways on farms. The most interesting uses involve 
composting to increase soil carbon. Many methods can be employed, but for chips to be 
used on the soil, the chips must decompose for many years. After letting the wood chips sit 
with periodic turning for many years, the wood chips are combined with manure and 
screened, and finally added to wind-rows. Holiday Brook Farm, which uses this practice, 
receives roughly 3000 cubic yards of wood chips a year.42 Wood chips can help increase soil 
carbon, but much of this carbon is lost through oxidation in decomposition. Compost is a 
low-cost method of disposing of arborist wood chips and plays an important role in 
regenerative agriculture. 

 

 
40 Jen Shakun (New England Forestry Foundation), in discussion with author, August 11, 2022 
41 Bradley Furlon (Hoosac Water Quality District), in discussion with author, July 12, 2022 
42 Dicken Crane (Holiday Brook Farm and Mass Forest Alliance), in discussion with author, July 15, 2022 
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This kind of composting, however, is relatively small-scale. Composting wood chips may be 
an important component of regenerative agriculture in the region, but without the 
composting of sewage, it is unlikely to be economically feasible at scale. 

Heating with Wood Waste 

Heating with wood waste should not be confused with biomass electricity production: burning 
wood chips for heating is at-worst 75% effective, whereas biomass electricity from wood chips is 
20% efficient, at best.43 The simplest, and likely the most effective utilization of wood waste 
chips for heating, is heating municipal buildings, schools, and hospitals with green wood chips.44 
Cooley Dickinson hospital, located in the Pioneer Valley, is currently heated in this fashion.  
 
There are several reasons for heating municipal buildings with green wood chips.  Arborist chips 
vary widely in size, and are often stringy, making small boilers bind. Arborist chips contain bark, 
which contains small amounts of sand, and so burning arborist wood chips can produce ash 
which makes smaller boilers bind. Arborist wood chips are considered “green chips,” since they 
contain a high-moisture content.45 Due to this high moisture content, these chips must be burned 
at high temperature to achieve complete combustion, which limits particulate emissions. For a 
boiler with a large maw, such as the one used in Cooley Dickinson hospital, the chip size and ash 
content does not matter46. Green wood chip heating systems can be used only for baseload, 
meaning that they are always burned hot, limiting particulate emissions. Emissions profiles are 
similar to oil.47 Traditional fossil fuels can supplement green wood chip heating in schools. 
Currently this is not possible since MA sets regulations on the moisture content of chips going 
in, and not the emissions out the chimney.  
 
Wood waste chip fuel for residential heating requires several additional steps, but is also a promising 
use. Screening the chips might lower the ash content of the wood chips, and achieve a consistent 
particle size.48 The fine particles could be composted, or used as animal bedding. Currently there is 
no screening of waste wood in MA since there is not enough demand for wood chip heating due to 
insufficient incentives. The chips would then be dried to lower the moisture content. With a lower 
moisture content, lower emissions profiles could be achieved with lower combustion temperatures. 
All of the current supply of residential wood chips fuel is currently produced from debarked crescent 
wood that is a sawmill byproduct. TTC energy in Windsor, owned by Tim Crane, produced wood 

 
43 “Bioenergy for Heat and Power,” IEA Technology Roadmaps, February 2012, 26; “Wood Chip Boilers,” Treco, 
accessed August 18, 2022. 
44 Charlie Cary (Wood Energy Recyclers), in discussion with the author, August 10, 2022. 
45 “United States Wood Chip Fuel Quality Standard,” Mass Forest Alliance (woodchipstandard.org), accessed 
August 18, 2022. 
46 Jonathan Parrott (Renewable Heating Solutions), in discussion with author, July 22, 2022 
47 Heikki Lamberg, “Small-Scale Pellet Boiler Emissions – Characterization and Comparison to Other Combustion 
Units” (dissertation, 2014). 
48 Biothermic's Urban Wood Chips to Heating Fuel Facility (Biothermic, 2018). 
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chip fuel in this manner, but the current insufficient incentives for modern wood heating appliances 
have severely decreased demand, stalling the project.49 
 
Next Steps: 

• Secure more data from departments of public works, and residential and commercial tree 
services. 

• Explore the possible locations for a wood fiber insulation plant. Discuss wood-fiber 
insulation with industry experts and estimate returns on investment. 

• Develop a more precise method to estimate the production arboriculturally-sourced wood 
chips. This may be achieved by surveying the number and capacity of chippers owned by 
commercial tree services, and the number of hours these chippers are in use per week. This 
may only be feasible at the state-level.  

• Find more data on wood heat, notably which DPW buildings, schools, and hospitals heat 
with oil and which heat with inefficient and polluting wood heat. Calculate returns on 
investment. 

 
Leads/Future Conversations of Interest: 

• Cooley Dickinson Hospital 
• Roberts Brothers, Lashway Lumber, Heyes Forest Products 
• Re-visiting the Williamstown DPW cordwood boiler. 
• Dwayne Breger, UMASS Clean Energy Extension 
• Rick Peltier, particulate emissions of green wood boilers 
• TimberHP 
• Amherst NRCS (Agriculture Field Clearing Data) 

 
 

  

 
49 Jonathan Parrott (Renewable Heating Solutions), in discussion with author, July 22, 2022 
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